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ASCA Cyber World Clinic

Launched
The ASCA has launched its first ever Cyber World Clinic for
September 2020. Due to all the challenges with in-person
large audience conferences due to the guidelines associated
with COVID-19 pandemic, the ASCA was forced to revamp the
traditional ASCA World Clinic into a virtual setting in order to
continue our efforts to provide quality opportunities for swim
coaches to learn from each other.
Fortunately, the ASCA was able to work with our partners
at Whova (the app software the event will be held on) to
create an exciting platform that will allow for the distribution of some incredible content while providing a dynamic
environment that consists of networking opportunities. ASCA
remains committed to providing an event that follows our
themes of Educate-Entertain-Engage with meaningful content
for our coaching membership.
We encourage our members to check out the ASCA Cyber
World Clinic website (www.ascaworldclinic.com) to learn
more about the great speakers participating in the Cyber
World Clinic as well as the latest details on the event. ASCA
is also committed to providing meaningful engagement
between Cyber World Clinic registrants with our partners and
exhibitors who will be showcasing their products in a variety
of platforms. We feel this is an invaluable resource for coaches
to learn more about tools and services in the marketplace that
can make them more effective with their athletes.
ASCA wants to point out some of the features that we believe
a Cyber World Clinic provides our coaches. First, there will be
over 30 hours of amazing content from world-class speakers
that focuses on hot topics. Second, because of the platform
that we are able to create on Whova and the challenges with
coaches’ schedules around the world, participants will have
the option to participate during the “live” broadcast of the talk
or to utilize the on-demand feature of all the content for 30
days following the conclusion of the Cyber World Clinic. Third,
because of the Cyber World Clinic being a virtual event, our
coach members from all over the world will have the ability
to be a part of this event without the challenges and costs of
travel and visas. Finally, ASCA feels it is important to provide
a sense of community for our coaches and will work to have
networking events as a part of our Cyber World Clinic.

We are also excited to introduce some new programming as
part of the 2020 ASCA Cyber World Clinic. One of our special
paid schools in 2020 is the ASCA LeadHERship Academy. This
is a workshop specifically designed for women coaches on exploring methods of leadership skill development along with
networking and mentorship opportunities with some our most
successful women in the industry. Another new program will
be the introduction of the new ASCA Strength & Conditioning Certification Program with the offering of Levels 1 & 2 as a
special paid school in conjunction with this year’s clinic. This
course will be taught by Charlie Hoolihan.
The ASCA encourages our members to take advantage of our
early registration discount for the ASCA Cyber World Clinic of
$149 per registrant during the month of June. The registration
fee for July and August will be $199 after which the fee moves
to $249.
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Carol Capitani
Coaching from Your Strengths
Click
Here

In the talk “Coaching from Your Strengths” from the 2019

learn from others and adapt your learning to your coaching.

ASCA World Clinic, Carol Capitani gives advice on how to

Capitani notes that coaches “have got to find the people

understand and coach from your own personal strengths.

in your life that support your strengths and they let you be

Coach Capitani made a pyramid to go through the strengths

your most authentic self.” She delves into the importance of

that she has which can attribute to her coaching. The base

being honest with your athletes and points out that honesty

of her pyramid is “paying attention, being yourself, and

is a learned skill and is really powerful, but cautions about

being honest” which does its job by setting the groundwork for

keeping honesty away from being personal. Being honest,

your team. Paying attention to each swimmer on the team is a

she notes, will keep your athletes listening to you and trusting

key point that Capitani makes during her talk and she further

in what you are saying to them, but to be sure that you are

explains that paying attention to the things that make a person

speaking honestly to them in the right moment, “Sometimes

who they are is important in getting the swimmer engaged.

doing stuff in the heat of the battle isn’t great”. She encourag-

This attention to who each swimmer is and why we appreci-

es coaches to have these honest conversations as they allow

ate them also allows the coach to stay engaged even during

for trust and belief to build up between coach and swimmer,

the rough times with swimmers, “remember to keep paying

noting that swimmers need feedback and constant talking.

attention to things that make that kid special”.

Capitani guides coaches to not only be clear on the positives
for the swimmer but also on the ways to make them better

Capitani emphasizes the need to be yourself “If you are too

as well, and understanding that there will be disappointments

busy trying to be someone else, or be like someone else or

for which we build in room for these trips and failures that

faking it, you are not going to have the emotional reserves

happen. She notes we need to have confidence in our own

that you need because you will run out. You will not be able

things while developing a plan for our program, “I think

to give it to your athlete.” Realizing that you can be a great

working from your strengths and knowing what king of

coach by being yourself is the way to build confidence in

coach you are is key…You just have to have confidence in your

your own coaching, not trying to copy someone else, rather

own thing.”
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Greg Malszecki
Listening Skills for Everyone
Click
Here

In his 2018 ASCA World Clinic talk “Listening Skills for
Everyone”

Greg

Malszecki

outlines

the

importance

in a partnership with you.”

of

listening for coaches noting that, as a society, we value talking,

Malszecki goes on to give the audience examples of how lis-

but we do not value listening. “A coach has to be a communi-

tening can be sabotaged such as interrupting a person when

cator who is good at it, you are excellent at it…there is a differ-

speaking, and how this can affect the trust that is trying to

ence between hearing and listening, just like there is a differ-

be built from communication. He points out various skills that

ence between seeing and reading.” Malszecki notes “Listening

need to be used while listening: attending skills such as atten-

is work, it’s deliberate and it requires effort…it is an investment

tive behavior and posture, following skills such as going along

in trying to understand the meaning of what somebody else

with what the speaker is saying, and reflecting skills such as re-

is saying” such as athletes, family members, or your boss. He

flecting back what you heard for clarity and understanding. He

emphasizes that listening is communication: each time some-

notes that to change our listening behavior we need to be our

one speaks it has to be listened to for it to be communicated.

own coach “coach yourself in doing what feels awkward and

He states this form of communication is respect for the people

unnatural and deliberate and intentional, something that you

we are interacting with, “If you extend respect to people, they

are not used to doing.” Malszecki warns against listening when

are going to extend respect back to you. If you listen to your

you are too pressed for time and offers the advice of setting

athletes before you start telling them what you think, they are

up a separate time to speak and listen if that is the case. He

going to be more likely to listen to you.” Malszecki notes that

gives an extensive list of benefits to good listening which in-

our performance as coaches is the model behavior of which

cludes avoiding errors, decreasing paperwork, enduring team

we want our athletes to imitate. For coaches, he says, this

building, and defusing conflicts. He encourages coaches to

communication and behavior opens the door to a building

“use every encounter as an opportunity to practice excellent

of rapport and trust through the team, creating “a rapport in

listening” and to use care and concentration when listening.

which they will tell you what they really think and feel,” and
states “when that trust is there, you can motivate that athlete.
That athlete is going to perform because they realize they are
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David Salo
The Zen of Personal Change
Click
Here

Beginning his 2018 ASCA World Clinic talk “The Zen of

Salo mentions the DISC Assessment helped the staff under-

Personal Change” Coach Dave Salo gives coaches his take

stand each other and their different communication methods.

on what Zen means, “It is a complacency or a conscious

He notes that because of this understanding the staff now has a

awareness of what you are, who you are, and being comfort-

better understanding of how interactions will go and what the

able with that and identifying personal change, which I think

most effective ways to communicate with each other are. This

we all have to be prepared for; to be able to be the best that

learning goes hand-in-hand with Salo’s awareness of himself

we can be.” He notes that we as coaches make things that

because he can now take a better approach to how he com-

athletes see as impossible, probable, meaning that it can

municates with his athletes, noting he is calmer and more pa-

happen. Salo states “Learning is so critical to our performance

tient now when it comes to listening to athletes “I have learned

as coaches” noting that he could be better at learning. With

that in the last two seasons now that when a kid comes to talk

this he goes into his thought train of how he can take his

to me, I just listen. I try to listen a lot more.” Another learn-

ways of coaching and learn to coach better, emphasizing his

ing experience from the exercise was understanding that there

realization that he could probably be better at what he does if

are barriers when communicating in an office space, “I think

he learns to be a bit more aware of himself. Salo mentions the

that has helped me tremendously for me to get away from my

way that he became self-aware through the DISC Assessment,

desk, talk to my athlete, and humanize the situation so they

when his staff and team took the assessment to learn how to

don’t feel like this barrier from this big desk…they feel more

better communicate with each other. From the assessment he

like they can have a conversation with me.” Salo notes that

notes “I became more self-aware of who I am and how I think

he is more responsive and reactive to communications with

I can help communicate with my athletes to my coaching staff

the coaches and athletes, listening more and being reflective,

to just be better at what I do”. Salo lays out some of the key

“the awareness for me to better understand how other people

points he was able to learn from the assessment and relate

might perceive of me is important as I make that communica-

to his coaching such as his determination to win, his need to

tion.” Salo lets the audience know he is still trying to figure out

always be racing towards the next thing, and his high

the best method of communicating with the swimmers based

standards and expectations. He learned to be more aware of

on their profiles, and says “I am hoping in my last few years of

who he is which led to his patience level coming “down to that

coaching…is going to be driven more by communication and

Zen of calmness”. Salo shares that he uses his self-awareness

better appreciation for who I am as this person.” He says if he

to help communicate with the athletes noting that he is now

can do that, it will allow him to contribute more to the sport

able to “get more performance out of them. I believe if my

and athletes he coaches.

athletes are engaged not just in the training, but in the social
interaction between the two of us, then I think I can get more
out of my athletes.”
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52 ASCA
nd

CYBER WORLD CLINIC
SEPTEMBER 13th - 20,th 2020

This is Your Chance to Join Hundreds of Leaders,
Educators, and Coaches this September to Learn
and Grow Together
Featuring 20+ Speakers Including:

Bob Bowman

Megan Oesting

Gregg Troy

ASCA will host its World Clinic in September. Now in its 52nd year, the World Clinic will take on an entirely
new online format packed with content for coaches and businesses alike. The online event will be an
opportunity for coaches all over the world to connect, discuss, and learn from each other.
The ASCA Cyber World Clinic will take place over eight The ASCA Talks will primarily be pre-recorded talks that are
days. Monday-Friday will be packed with 30+ hours of talks, watched live with the speaker in attendance to address any
Exhibitor Sessions, Zoom Break-out Rooms, and much

questions on the material being covered. All of these talks

more. The weekend will be utilized for additional schools

will be available to watch live as well as after they end, giv-

(not included in general admission) such as the ASCA

ing you the opportunity to watch every talk for the price of

Level 5 School, Strength and Conditioning with Charlie

a single admission.

Hoolihan, The ASCA LeadHERship School, and a Special
Learn-to-Swim School!

$149 for the whole week!
Learn More and Register Here
Prices increase to $199 on July 1st!

Click
Here
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CYBER WORLD CLINIC

Resistance
Training
–Biological Benefits
X1-PRO Review
By Karl Hamouche, M.D.

How the X1-PRO Works on the Biological Level

You may think regular all-out swimming will accomplish this, but

The goal of all training is to improve our Swimming Machine bi-

the water itself does not provide enough resistance for us to maxi-

ology. We want to send the signals to our muscles, blood vessels,

mize that recruitment, that is why we need resistance equipment

heart and nerves that promote improvement which results in faster

like the X1-PRO to help. What sets X1-PRO apart from other re-

swimming. The better the training, the better the signal, the better

sistance tools is the ability to accurately control and quickly vary

the improvement. The X1-PRO is that better training!

the resistance.
Over time, the nerves “desensitize” and allow more motor units

For Sprinters

to activate sooner and longer. It’s like taking the safety’s off your

Sprint training mainly works to improve the nerves and buffer-

nerves. As your body is able to safely handle the power, it allows

ing capacity of the swimmer. By forcing the swimmer to apply all

more of your potential to be unlocked.

their energy for a short period of time, all available muscles fibers
need to be fired and coordinated in a controlled manner. Motor
units (bunches of muscle cells controlled by the same nerve) don’t
usually fire all together, but are recruited one on top of the other
to produce more and more power. First, the slow twitch units are
recruited, then the fast ones.

Figure 2: After training with the X1-PRO, more motor units kick in sooner and harder
to let you produce more power with the same muscle mass. That results in increased
top speed!

Figure 1: A graph of how many motor units are being activated at certain power
levels. The more power you need (the more you pull) the more
motor units kick in to help out.
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2. Capillary beds grow between the muscle fibers, allowing
increased supply of oxygen and increased clearance of carbon
dioxide and acid.

Since regular sprint swimming doesn’t usually activate all available
muscles fibers, those fibers that are left out don’t get signaled to improve and you aren’t maximizing your training. The X1-PRO helps
us use and train all our muscle fibers with every sprint.
As a training session continues, more
and more muscle fibers start to break and
fail (which causes soreness). Having the
ability to accurately control and vary the
resistance from zero to immovable al-

Figure 4: VEGF (vascular endothelial growth factor) is a local hormone released during low oxygen states like exercise that signals capillary growth

lows swimmers to maintain their performance throughout a set.
The smooth consistent resistance also helps to mitigate injuries
since there are no sudden jolts and stops that create tendinitis and

3. Heart size grows to allow more blood to be pumped around
the body, improving supply and clearance.

ligament disruption.

Endurance Training
Swimming is mainly an endurance sport, but it is unique among
them. Unlike other endurance sports like running and cycling,
water is tough to move through and good swimming endurance
requires most of our muscles to be activated at the same time continuously. Few, if any resistance devices in the past have allowed bidirectional resisted swimming. Since the X1-PRO does, it unlocks
a whole new area of training for the miler! There are many biological parts that improve with endurance training:
1. Mitochondria grow in size and number helping us extract
more oxygen and produce more energy while helping use reduce muscle acid.

Figure 5: A simplified heart increases the number of sarcomeres in its cardiac muscle
fibers, increasing the size of the “balloon” pump, improving cardiac output and VO2.

Figure 3: As blood
comes in, some
oxygen, but not
all is extracted by
the mitochondria.
With endurance
training, more
and more oxygen
is extracting,
signaling improved
mitochondrial
power.

4. Acid shuttling increases so that any power coming from the
anaerobic system (Glycolysis) can be cleared, allowing more
energy to come from that muscle’s engine, increasing our
speed.
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By giving the swimmer the ability to continuously activate their

By swimming with resistance and then without it, the nerves are

muscles at a higher than normal resistance, the X1-PRO intensifies

unlocked and more muscle recruitment can be obtained. This has

endurance training and can increase the rate of developing these

been a staple in land sports, but difficult to accomplish in swim-

improvements.

ming, until now.
And with the ease of transport and set-up taking less than three

As a Coach

minutes, the X1-PRO can be set up in warmup pools right at a

I love resisted swimming for my athletes. It teaches them to utilize

swim meet to let swimmers take advantage of PAP swimming!

every stroke efficiently and gives swimmers a great feel for the water. In the past, every resistance tool was tedious to set up or change

As a Swimmer

the resistance. All we could do was set it and hope for the best.

In my youth, I was a record holding powerlifter, and a staple

The X1-PRO is so easy to change your resistance, you can literally

question all weightlifters know is “How much you bench, brah?”

adjust it every 25, unlocking a whole new avenue of training. Imag-

Why don’t we ever ask each other “How much you pull, brah?”

ine doing 4x25s sprint with slightly more resistance with each 25 to

Before the X1-PRO, there was no good way to accurately compare

teach sprinters how to build their 100?

how much a sprinter could pull.

And the bi-directional ability is truly unique. I can do the same
with my endurance crew. Start at a high resistance and gradually

But, with a single twist of the dial, I can easily change my resistance

come down over 1000 yards or so, keeping them mentally engaged

and challenge myself to pull more weight. And the notches on the

and trying to get their tempos up as they progress through a simu-

side let me keep accurate track of my ability and compare to other

lated race.

swimmers around the world.
Finally, I can ask someone “How much you pull… brah!?”

Another great use of the X1-PRO is to take advantage of an up-andcoming training method called post-activation potentiation (PAP).

Karl Hamouche, M.D is the founder of Swim
Smart and the author of The Biology of
Swimming. He uses his experience as a coach,
swimmer and medical training to bring
simplified insights into how the Swimming
Machine works. By helping coaches and swimmers understand the “why” behind the
“what,” we can improve our trust in our
training and enjoy it even more!
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SwimAmerica™ is Unveiling
A New Licensing Offer

The Most Affordable Swim School Management
System Available On The Market Today!
With Step by Step Owner Training • Unlimited Online Staff Certification
Registration Systems • Skills Progressions • Awards Systems - and more!
SwimAmerica licensing requires a one time purchase of $1,999 plus a
recurring all-inclusive monthly membership fee of $79 or $948/year.

SwimAmerica Licensing now includes:
• FREE online learn to swim training and certification for your staff
• FREE live site supervisor training and certification for your program
• Listing on our website locator (5,000+ page views per month) as a certified SwimAmerica™ program.
• Preferred pricing for ASCA World Clinic, Learn to Swim Track and certain equipment and supplies
from our partners
• Complimentary 400 Certificates and Stickers annually.

For more information about
SwimAmerica™ or to schedule
a free consultation, call
Karen King, National Director
at 800-356-2722

Visit us at
swimamerica.org

Sleep Study for
Swim Coaches
Krista Kezbers, a recent speaker at the ASCA World Clinic,
is conducting a sleep survey involving swim coachers.
Volunteers are needed for a research study sponsored by The OU-TU School of
Community Medicine that explores sleep and steps in swim coaches. If you agree to
participate, you will be asked to complete an anonymous, online survey, which should
take approximately 10-15 minutes. In the survey, you will be asked demographic
questions and information about activity trackers. You will also be asked to provide
information from your activity tracker about your daily steps and your sleep.
The purpose of this study is to determine baseline levels of sleep and daily steps in
swim coaches. Also, we aim to compare sleep and daily steps from an in-season time
in February to the more recent abnormal coaching time in April. Participation is
voluntary and your responses will be anonymous.

Click here
for survey

If you have any questions or concerns please contact the study’s Principal Investigator
Krista Kezbers, PhD, at krista-kezbers@ouhsc.edu
Approved by the IRB for study #12055.
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ASCA

LeadHership Academy
Saturday and Sunday September 19th-20th
11:00am-3:30pm (EDT)
Featuring

Susan Teeter is the former Head Coach
of Women at Princeton University.
Retired after a 43-year tenure in
coaching, Teeter is working with the
ASCA, the CSCAA and USA Swimming
to improve, mentor, and promote women
in our sport.

Kathleen Prindle is founder and Head
Coach of Performance Aquatics in Boca
Raton, Florida. She has been active
in mentoring female coaches and
supporting gender + diversity
acceptance, and has been coaching
at a high level for more than 28 years.
She currently serves on both the ASCA
and the USA Swimming Boards
of Directors.

What is the ASCA LeadHership Academy?
• Watch the Video Here

• The ASCA LeadHership Academy offers two full days of Networking,
Learning, and Growing. You’ll get many tools to become stronger
coaches and leaders, including a DISC (behavioral assessment that sells
in the business world for $500). We’ll conclude with a panel of female
All-Star Coaches!
• The DISC Behavioral assessment is then broken down in small
group sessions

Regarded as one of the most
accomplished swimming mentors in the
United States, if not the world,
Teri McKeever is in her 28th season
overseeing the University of California
women’s swimming & diving program in
2019-20.

Sign Up Today!

ASCA

LeadHership
Academy Click
Here
Cost: $100

swimmingcoach.org
(954) 563-4930 (800) 356-2722
5101 NW 21st Ave, Suite 530 Fort Lauderdale, FL 33309

Powerfully Smooth

Since 1972 Sentry Pools has built thousands of
commercial and residential pools around the
world. Now, made with the finest craftsmanship
and attention to detail, Sentry brings you one
of the most unique swimming experiences
on the planet — the perfect flow pool. It’s
unparalleled drive system allows it to run at
slow trickle speeds and also as fast as the most
elite swimmer — all at an affordable price.

Unique design and operational features:

• Can be retrofitted into existing pools
• Perfect for swimming instruction
• Most advanced propulsion system in the world
• The ideal system for stroke analysis from beginner
to elite swimmers
• Economical and easy to install
• Variable flow speeds from a slow flow that provides
buoyancy to as fast as :40 per 100 yards
• Unparalleled engineering, materials, and construction
• Multiple models and sizes to choose from
• Customizable

www.sentrypool.com

Sentry

Vs

Competitor

24'' Walkway all around pool is standard

Construction does not allow for walkway unless
a deck is attached off of the structure

Wider current

Narrow current

Deep Current from waterline to the
bottom of the pool

Current depth 12'' from the waterline

Current flow lifts you for a more natural
swim and easy kick

Current flow forces swimmers to kick hard and
always look downward to stay on water surface

Water current is smooth at water surface
even at high speeds

Water current has three rolls at water surface and
swimmers must be between them to breath
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